Introduction. The issue of Polish colonisation of Ukrainian lands has been continuously studied by scientists of different generations. Researchers assessed it differently, considering the socioeconomic and political situation on the Ukrainian lands.

The objective of the paper is to analyse the research findings published by historians in scientific literature regarding Polish colonisation of the Ukrainian lands taking into account its main factors.

Results of research. Polish colonisation has been viewed both as a positive and a negative issue. Thus, M. Koialovich emphasises that Polish landlords took over the Ukrainian lands swiftly, imposing their faith and language. The researcher highlights the unity of Russian and Ukrainian peoples, while the Poles are depicted as the invaders [3: 22-28].
Thoroughly enough presented is the colonisation of the Ukrainian lands by Polish landowners in M. Hrushevsky’s work. The historian considers the period from the Lublin Union to Khmelnytschina as the period of Polish cultural and political invasion; the author underscores the total colonisation of the Ukrainian population and the domination of the Polish culture over the Ukrainian one. M. Hrushevsky links the process of colonisation with the political processes: “... the government gave its people, the Poles, all kinds of important positions ... The least significant positions were left for the Rusyns; the Poles and completely polonised Rusyns, for example, Podilsky voievoda Hrytsko Kerdeievych, as well as various strangers who supported the Polish regime could enjoy everything else...” [2]. V. Antonovich’s statement about the small and economically enable privileged population, made M. Hrushevsky arrive at a conclusion that this led to the active colonisation of the Ukrainian lands. Thus, according to the author, the Polish colonisation movement to the east only increased, encouraging the emergence of Polish land holdings [1: 363].

In the collection of essays on the Ukrainian history, edited by K. Huslasty, it is possible to trace the purpose of the Polish landlords invading the Ukrainian lands: “... with the transformation of Poland into a major exporter of agricultural products to Western Europe, the Polish gentry greatly intensified its encroachments on the Ukrainian lands and even more persistent attempts were taken to enter these lands. At the same time, the Polish gentry continued to advance on Pidliashia, Volhynia and other lands, gaining possession here through marriages, inheritance, and other ways, in addition receiving positions and estates from the Polish kings ...” [5: 163-164].

According to N. Polonska-Vasylenko, the Polish colonisation of the Ukrainian lands started because of the Poland’s need to expand economically and this decision was made under influence of the political situation: “... Poland had long exhausted its free land, and due to the general economic situation in Europe, the demand for corn grew immensely, thus agriculture became profitable. This caused a desire for increasing the area of agricultural land.” [6: 457].

The historian shows how huge latifundia of the “koroleviat” owned by the Polish magnates appeared in Ukraine: the Zamoiskis owned lands from Ternopil to Pavoloch, the Tarnovskis owned Uman lands, the Konetspolskis held Barske, Ploskirovskie, Chyhyrynske, Korsunske, Pereiaslavskie, Hadiatske and Myrorodske. The largest territory was received by Oleksandr and Mykhailo Vyshnevetski – in 1590 it included the whole Posullia, which at the end of the 19th century included Poltava and a part of Chernihiv region. These lands were poorly populated, so in order to attract peasants the settlements were set up in these latifundia. Moreover, within a period of 20-40 years the workers were not imposed any taxes and did not have to work for the landlord. As a result, people from all parts of Ukraine with remarkable speed rushed those lands [6: 458-459].

Another modern historian O. Kozii investigates the stages and means of forming the Polish land ownership in Podillia. The author notes that the first wave of the Polish colonisation is associated with the Polish seizure of Galicia-Volhynia Kingdom in the 14th century. The resettlement took place from the eastern Polish voivodeships such as Rzeszow, Lublin, Keleck, Krakow. In the 14th century, a significant part of the Podillia lands, under the royal decrees, passed into the hands of
the Poles. The researcher notes that Podilia colonisation had features of a magnate invasion which involved a significant number of peasants-colonists. Being interested in manual labourers, the magnates promised the peasants freedom and the abolishment of duties. Furthermore, O. Koziy draws attention to the forced relocation from the territory of the Rechpospolita onto the Podillia lands. Thus, Zamoisky founded the town of Hrodetske, Konetspolsky – Sharhorodskie, Pototsky – Dobra Murava, and Senovsky – Shyrokiy Kluch Medzhybiskyi [4: 241].

Conclusion. Thus, the issue of Polish colonisation of the Ukrainian lands has been worked out by historians of several generations. As a result, understanding of the reasons for the active Polish invasion was formed: the exhaustion of the agricultural lands resources in Poland and the desire for enrichment at the expense of fertile Ukrainian lands, the stimulus of which was the economic situation in Western Europe.
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RADICAL ISLAMISM AS A DESTABILIZING FACTOR IN THE SYSTEM OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Introduction. The urgency of the problem under consideration is in the fact that in our time the problem of radical religions in the world remains relevant. It remains one of the major destabilizing security factors on the world stage. An example of this is terrorism, which the advanced powers are fighting to this day. At the same time, the emphasis is on Islamic radicalism as the main source of the terrorist threat in modern conditions. Object of research – ideology of Muslim radicalism. Subject of the study – a complex set of relations within the Muslim world, which leads to the radicalization of the respective communities.

As a result, there is a phenomenon when the state takes a leap from the third world country to attempts to talk to the world through terrorist attacks, imposing its faith, views and ideas. Chronological framework – XX–XXI centuries. Geographic framework – the countries of the so-called Islamic world, in which the corresponding religion is the dominant (mainly – the states of the Middle East).

Review of recent publications. A great variety of studies has been devoted to the problem under consideration [1-9]. The scope of scientific interest includes